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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present a matrix inequality on the Kronecker product that
unifies the proofs of many existing matrix inequalities in the Löwner partial ordering on the
sum, ordinary product, and Hadamard (Schur) product. Schur complements serve as the basic
tool. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Mm;n, or Mm if m D n, be the collection of all m  n complex matrices. If
M 2 Mm;n, we denote by TMU; , simply TMU or TMU if  D , the submatrix of M
with rows  and columns , where   f1; 2; : : : ;mg and   f1; 2; : : : ; ng. If M is
square, then TMU is a principal submatrix of M.
Let  D fi1; i2; : : : ; ikg  f1; 2; : : : ; ng: We associate  with a k  n matrix S
of zeros and ones. The jth row of S is the n-vector with 1 in the ij th position and 0
elsewhere. Thus S is a partial permutation matrix and
TMU; D SMST ;
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where T means transpose.
As usual, X D . NX/T denotes the conjugate transpose of the matrix X, X  Y
stands for the Hadamard (Schur) product: X  Y D .xij yij /, and “>” is the Löwner
partial ordering for Hermitian matrices: X > Y means the nonnegative-definiteness
of X − Y for Hermitian matrices X, Y 2 Mn.
In 1970, Haynsworth [7] proved that for any n  n positive-definite matrices H,
K and for any m  n complex matrices X, Y,
.X C Y /.H C K/−1.X C Y / 6 XH−1X C YK−1Y :
Recently Visick [21] showed that for any A;B 2 Mm;n and k 2 T−1; 1U,
AA  BB C kAB  BA > .1 C k/.A  B/.A  B/:
As we shall see, if A 2 Mn is positive-definite, then for any X 2 Mn;m,
TXU; TA−1U TXU; 6 TXA−1XU:
These inequalities seem to have no intimate relation in their appearances. Our
purpose is to show that they, as well as many others, are obtainable from one matrix
inequality on the Kronecker product. The Schur complement, which has been used
by many other authors, serves as the main tool.
To begin, an important connection between the Hadamard product A  B and the
Kronecker product A ⊗ B, defined as A ⊗ B D .aijB/, is that A  B is a (principal)
submatrix of A ⊗ B if A and B are (square) of the same size. This observation (see,
e.g. [8] or [15]) plays a key role in many matrix problems on the Hadamard product.
For any m  n complex matrices A and B, we have
A  B D TA ⊗ BU; D S.A ⊗ B/ST ; (1)
where  D f1;m C 2; 2m C 3; : : : ;m2g and  D f1; n C 2; 2n C 3; : : : ; n2g. If, in
particular, A and B are n-square matrices, one may simply write
A  B D TA ⊗ BU:
Using Kronecker product is a very effective tool for deducing inequalities on the
Hadamard product because of their special relation. Roughly speaking, one may es-
tablish a matrix inequality (in the Löwner sense) on the Kronecker product using the
inverse and multiplication properties of this product, then go down to the Hadamard
product to get the desired inequality (using the commutative property of this prod-
uct). A good example to illustrate this is A ⊗ B > 0 ) A  B > 0 for A;B > 0 of
the same size (by the spectral decomposition). Further the strict inequalities (for pos-
itive-definiteness) hold through; that is, A > 0; B > 0 ) A  B > 0 (see, e.g. [8]).
2. A matrix inequality and its applications
We begin with Schur complement and present a simple matrix inequality by using
Schur complement. The inequality, though reducible from our main theorem, is in
an elegant form and has many interesting applications. For this reason, we prefer to
give a direct and elementary proof of it.
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It has been evident that Schur complements (see [4,18,20] for surveys) are a pow-
erful tool for deriving matrix inequalities and further in deducing determinant, trace,
norm, eigenvalue, singular value, majorization, and other matrix inequalities.
Let A be a nonsingular principal submatrix of the partitioned matrix M:
M D

A B
C D

:
The Schur complement of A in M, denoted by M=A, is defined to be
M=A D D − CA−1B:
Note that if M is Hermitian, then C D B and M is congruent to
A 0
0 M=A

:
Thus if A > 0, then M > 0 if and only if M=A > 0.
Let A > 0. It is easy to see that for any matrix X of appropriate size,
A X
X XA−1X

> 0; (2)
and that XA−1X is the smallest matrix such that (2) holds; namely,
A X
X Z

> 0 ) Z > XA−1X: (3)
In case where XA−1X is nonsingular, taking Schur complement of the (2, 2)-
block in the block matrix in (2) gives, with A−1 replaced by A,
X.XAX/−1X 6 A−1: (4)
In particular, if XX D I , then, by pre- and post-multiplying X and X,
.XAX/−1 6 XA−1X: (5)
Many matrix inequalities may be easily obtained this way. For instance,
I C BB > .A C B/.I C AA/−1.A C B/; A;B 2 Mm;n
and thus
det.I C AA/ det.I C BB/ > jdet.A C B/j2 ; A;B 2 Mn
since 
I C AA A C B
A C B I C BB

D

I A
B I
 
I B
A I

> 0:
We now present an explicit matrix inequality and discuss related ones.
As is well known, if M > 0, then TMU > 0: Thus for partitioned matrices,
A B
B C

> 0 )
 TAU TBU;
TBU; TCU

> 0:
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Therefore, if TAU is nonsingular, then, by taking the Schur complement of TAU in
the partitioned matrix, we have the inequality
TCU > TBU;TAU−1 TBU;:
Theorem 1. Let A be n  n positive-definite. Then for any n  m matrix X,
TXU;TAU−1 TXU; 6 TXA−1XU: (6)
In particular, for any A > 0 and any matrix X, both n  n;
TXUTAU−1TXU 6 TXA−1XU: (7)
Proof. It is sufficient to note that, by (2) and the above argument, TAU TXU;
TXU; TXA−1XU

> 0: 
Inequality (7) has appeared in [13] and [23] with different proofs.
We now show some applications of the theorem.
Let A D .aij /. Denote the sum of all entries of A by P.A/ and, if A is invertible,
write the .i; j/-entry of A−1 as aij ; that is,X
.A/ D
X
i;j
aij ; A
−1 D .aij /:
Application 1. Let A 2 Mn be positive-definite and  D f1; 2; : : : ; kg, where 1 6
k 6 n. With QA D .1/  A, QX D InC1, Q D f1; 2; : : : ; k C 1g, and Q D f2; 3; : : : ; n C
1g in (6), one gets, upon computation,TAU−1 0
0 0

6 A−1 (see, e.g., [9, p. 307] or [25, p. 178]). (8)
Note that inequality (8) may generalize for any  by permutations.
As a result of (8) (or from (7) with X D I ), one has the well-known result
TAU−1 6 TA−1U (see Refs. [1,12,22]), (9)
which is also obtained from (5) by choosing X D ST . If  D fig, (9) gives
aiia
ii > 1 .see Refs. [6,19]/: (10)
In particular, aii > 1 if A is an invertible correlation matrix. Recall that a correlation
matrix is a positive semi-definite matrix of all diagonal entries 1.
An interesting application of (9) is the following: For A;B > 0,
A−1  B−1 D TA−1 ⊗ B−1U D T.A ⊗ B/−1U > TA ⊗ BU−1 D .A  B/−1:
(see Refs. [12,16]). (11)
Application 2. Let A > 0 be n  n. If we take  D fig,  D f1g, and X D e in (6),
where e is the n-column vector .1; 1; : : : ; 1/T, then we have for all i
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1
aii
6
X(
A−1

: (12)
Let n > 3. By taking  D fs; ig,  D fi; tg, where s; i; t are different each other,
and X D I in (6), we have the inequality for the entries of A and A−1
ass
assaii − jas;ij2 6 a
ii; s =D i: (13)
Equality in (13) holds for n D 2 by a direct computation.
Application 3. Notice that A  B D TA ⊗ BU and that
.XA−1X/ ⊗ .Y B−1Y / D .X ⊗ Y /.A ⊗ B/−1.X ⊗ Y /:
We see, by (7), for any positive-definite A, B 2 Mn and any X, Y 2 Mn,
.XA−1X/  .Y B−1Y / > .X  Y /.A  B/−1.X  Y /:
(see Refs. [22,23]). (14)
Application 4. Let A;B > 0 be n-square. A simple computation gives
.A ⊗ I C I ⊗ B/.A ⊗ B/−1.A ⊗ I C I ⊗ B/ D A ⊗ B−1 C 2I C A−1 ⊗ B:
It follows immediately from (7) that
A  B−1 C A−1  B C 2I > .A  I C B  I/.A  B/−1.A  I C B  I/:
In particular, if A and B are nonsingular correlation matrices, then
A  B−1 C A−1  B C 2I > 4.A  B/−1 (see Ref. [1]). (15)
Setting A D B yields , for any nonsingular correlation matrix A,
A  A − 2.A−1  A C I/−1 > 0 (see Ref. [19]). (16)
Back to the theorem, taking A D I in (7) (or by direct computation) gives
TXUTXU 6 TXXU for all X: (17)
In particular,
TXU2 6 TX2U if X D X: (18)
Inequality (17) is a very handy one. For example, letting X D A ⊗ I C I ⊗ B and
reducing the Kronecker product to the Hadamard product, we get
.AA C BB/  I C A  B C A  B > .A  I C B  I/.A  I C B  I/:
Setting B D A, one has
AA  I C A  A > 2.A  I/.A  I/ .see Ref: T21U/: (19)
Inequality (17) results in at once: For any X 2 Mm;n and Y 2 Mn;m
TY XUTXY U 6 TY XXY U;
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and
TY UTXUTXUTY U 6 TY UTXXUTY U:
It is nature to ask at this point if the following (or the other way) hold:
TY UTXUTXUTY U 6 TY XUTXY U; TY UTXUTXUTY U 6 TY XXY U;
TY UTXXUTY U 6 TY XUTXY U; TY UTXXUTY U 6 TY XXY U:
We observe that neither of these inequalities holds. For instance, the last one is
not true in general: Take  D f1; 2g,
X D
0
BB@
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1
CCA and Y D
0
BB@
1 1 −1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 1 1
1
CCA :
A simple computation gives
TY UTXXUTY U D 16

1 1
1 1

; TY XXY U D 0:
In other words, it is not true in general that for A > 0 and matrix X
TXUTAUTXU 6 TXAXU:
3. A generic matrix inequality
We give a matrix inequality that generates a family of many inequalities and
present a direct proof of it by the method of Schur complements. The ideas of using
Schur complements to derive matrix inequalities have been employed by a great
number of authors for decades.
Let A D .Aij /, B D .Bij / be 2  2 block matrices. We write the 2  2 block
matrix with the Kronecker products of the corresponding blocks of A, B as
AB D .Aij ⊗ Bij / D

A11 ⊗ B11 A12 ⊗ B12
A21 ⊗ B21 A22 ⊗ B22

:
It is easy to see that AB is a submatrix of A ⊗ B. Moreover AB > 0 if A;B >
0 and each diagonal block of A and B is square [11].
Theorem 2. Let H;R 2 Mm and K;S 2 Mn be positive-definite matrices. Then for
any A;C 2 Mp;m; B;D 2 Mq;n, U;V 2 Mr;m with rank.U/ D r or rank.V / D r;
and for any real numbers a and b
a2.AH−1A/ ⊗ .BK−1B/ C b2.CR−1C/ ⊗ .DS−1D/
> .aAU ⊗ B C bCV  ⊗ D/.UHU ⊗ K C V RV  ⊗ S/−1
 .aUA ⊗ B C bV C ⊗ D:
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Proof. Use the fact that if T > 0, then for any matrix X of appropriate size,
T X
X XT −1X

> 0:
Thus, by pre- and post-multiplying the first row and column by Y and Y , respec-
tively, we have
YT Y  YX
XY  XT −1X

> 0:
Therefore the following block matrix M, the sum of two block Kronecker prod-
ucts, is positive semi-definite
M D

UHU aUA
aAU a2AH−1A



K B
B BK−1B

C

V RV  bVC
bCV  b2CR−1C



S D
D DS−1D

:
The (1, 1)-block of M is UHU ⊗ K C V RV  ⊗ S, which is nonsingular since
rank.U/ D r or rank.V / D r implies the invertibility of UHU or V RV . Taking
Schur complement in M gives the desired inequality. 
Inequalities on principal submatrices are immediate by applying “T U” to both
sides of the inequality in the theorem. In particular, we can take “T U” to be the
Hadamard product to deduce inequalities on the Hadamard product.
We remark that the inequality in the theorem may generalize for complex numbers
a and b, accompanying matrices to B;D as U;V to A;C, and more terms in the
summation.
4. Existing and new matrix inequalities
We revisit some existing inequalities (mainly on the Hadamard product), deriving
them from our generic inequality, and present some new matrix inequalities. The
proof of each individual inequality by Schur complement or using a similar idea
should be simpler due to the special choices of the following numbers and matrices
in our inequality in Theorem 2:
m;n; a; b;H;R;K; S;A;B;C;D;U; V :
Case 1. Take n D 1, K D S D B D D D .1/; U D V D Im. Then
a2AH−1A C b2CR−1C > .aA C bC/.H C R/−1.aA C bC/: (20)
Setting a D b D 1 in (20), we obtain the Haynsworth’s inequality
AH−1A C CR−1C > .A C C/.H C R/−1.A C C/ (see Ref. [7]). (21)
The cases where A and C are vectors were discussed in [3,14].
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Letting H D R D I in (21) gives
AA C CC > 12 .A C C/.A C C/:
Setting A D C D I in (20) results in
a2H−1 C b2R−1 > .a C b/2.H C R/−1;
which implies the matrix inverse convexity inequality: For t 2 T0; 1U; Qt D 1 − t ,
tH−1 C QtR−1 > .tH C QtR/−1 (see Refs. [17, p. 471; 20]). (22)
Inequality (22) can also be proven by a simultaneous congruence diagonalization
argument. In particular, taking t D 1=2 in (22), one has
1
4

H−1 C R−1

> .H C R/−1:
The Hadamard product analog of Haynsworth’s inequality is as follows.
Case 2. Set a D 1, b D 0, U D I , V D 0, and use (7) to get (Eq. (14))
AH−1A  BK−1B > .A  B/.H  K/−1.A  B/ (see Refs. [22,23]).
It is immediate that, by taking H D K D I ,
AA  BB > .A  B/.A  B/ (see Refs. [10,21,24]). (23)
Holding H, K and setting A D B D I , one has (Eq. (11))
H−1  K−1 > .H  K/−1:
Replacing K by H−1, one gets H  H−1 > .H  H−1/−1. Thus .H  H−1/2 > I
and
H  H−1 > I (see Refs. [1,2,6,12]). (24)
The analogous result H  H−T > I (see [5,6]), where H−T D .H−1/T, also holds
by writing H D CC, a Cholesky factorization of H, where C is lower triangular with
positive diagonal entries, and by applying (17) to
H ⊗ H−T D .C ⊗ C−T/.C ⊗ NC−1/:
Similarly, one proves that H  NH−1 > I for any positive-definite matrix H. It is im-
mediate from (23) that for any n-square A;B > 0,
A2  B2 > .A  B/2 (see Refs. [1,24]). (25)
Thus for A;B > 0,
.A  B/1=2 > A1=2  B1=2:
Note that (25) is also obtained from (18) as follows:
A2  B2 D TA2 ⊗ B2U D T.A ⊗ B/2U > TA ⊗ BU2 D .A  B/2:
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Case 3. Let H D K D R D S D U D V D I . Then
a2AA ⊗ BB C b2CC ⊗ DD
> 12 .aA ⊗ B C bC ⊗ D/.aA ⊗ B C bC ⊗ D/
D 12 .a2AA⊗ BBC abAC⊗ BDC abCA⊗ DBC b2CC⊗ DD/:
Passing to Hadamard product and noting that TXXU > TXUTXU, we have
a2AA  BB C b2CC  DD
> 12 .a
2AA  BB C abAC  BD C abCA  DB C b2CC  DD/
> 12 .aA  B C bC  D/.aA  B C bC  D/: (26)
Take C D B, D D A, and multiply through by 2. Then
2.a2 C b2/.AA  BB/>.a2 C b2/.AA  BB/ C 2abAB  BA
>.a C b/2.A  B/.A  B/:
Setting k D 2ab=.a2 C b2/, then k 2 T−1; 1U. The first inequality gives
AA  BB > kAB  BA
and the second one implies
AA  BB C kAB  BA > .1 C k/.A  B/.A  B/ (see Ref. [21]).
(27)
In particular,
AA  BB > AB  BA; (28)
and
AA  BB > 12 .AA  BB C AB  BA/ > .A  B/.A  B/: (29)
Set a D b D 1 in (26). Then
AA  BB C CC  DD > 12 .A  B C C  D/.A  B C C  D/: (30)
With C D A, D D B in (30), and jXj standing for .XX/1=2, we have
jAj2  jBj2 C jAj2  jBj2 > 12 jA  B C A  Bj2: (31)
Putting B D I in (31) gives
.jAj2 C jAj2/  I > 12 j.A C A/  I j2:
If A;B > 0, with C D B−1;D D A−1 in (30), then
A2  B2 C A−2  B−2 > 12 .A  B C A−1  B−1/2: (32)
With B D I in (32), one obtains
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.A2 C A−2/  I > 12 ..A C A−1/  I/2:
Case 4. Similarly (or as in (26) with a D b D 1, B D C D I ), holding A and D
and setting others to the identity (1 or I), we have, in case where A;D > 0,
I  A2 C I  D2 C 2.A  D/ > .I  A C I  D/2 (see Ref. [21]). (33)
Note that (33) can also be proven by using TX2U > TXU2 and the identity
.A ⊗ I C I ⊗ D/2 D A2 ⊗ I C 2A ⊗ D C I ⊗ D2:
One may also prove in the same way that for any n-square A;D > 0
I  A2 C I  D2 > 2.A  D/ C .I  A − I  D/2: (34)
Case 5. Likewise, taking a D b D 1, H D K D R D S D U D V D I , C D A−1;
and D D B, one has, if A;B > 0, with replacement of B by B−1,
A2  B−2 C A−2  B2 C 2I > .A  B−1 C A−1  B/2 >4I
(see Ref. [21]). (35)
The last inequality is due to the fact H C H−1 > 2I with H D A ⊗ B−1.
Case 6. For inequality (6) of Theorem 1, we take a D 1; b D 0; B D K D .1/;
V D 0, and U D S to get
AH−1A > .AST /.SHST /−1.SA/:
Pre- and post-multiplying, respectively, by S and ST yields inequality (6)
TAH−1AU > TAU;TH U−1 TAU; :
Now we return to the inequality in Theorem 2.
Case 7. Let a D b D 1, A D C D In, U D eTi ; V D eTj , B D eTs ;D D eTt , where
ek is the n-column vector with 1 in the kth position and 0 elsewhere. Then
kssH−1 C st tR−1 > .Eis C Ejt /.hiiK C rjjS/−1.ETis C ETj t /;
where Eij is the n-square matrix with the .i; j/-entry 1 and 0 elsewhere.
Case 8. Let a D b D 1, A D B D C D D D eT, U D eTi ; V D eTj . Then
X
.H−1/
X
.K−1/ C
X
.R−1/
X
.S−1/ > 4
X
.hiiK C rjj S/−1:
In particular, if H and R are nonsingular correlation matrices, then
X
.H−1/
X
.K−1/ C
X
.R−1/
X
.S−1/ > 4
X
.K C S/−1:
Setting K D S, one has for any n  n nonsingular correlation matrices H;R
X
.H−1/ C
X
.R−1/ > 2:
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With H D R, we have for any nonsingular correlation matrix HX
.H−1/ > 1: (36)
Equality in (36) holds if and only if the order of H is n D 1. Further, 1 is the best
possible lower bound for
P
.H−1/, by considering the correlation matrices with off-
diagonal entries  2 .−1; 1/. In details, let Hn be the n  n correlation matrix with
1 on the diagonal and  elsewhere,  2 .−1; 1/: Then
det Hn D
(
1 C .n − 1/.1 − /n−1:
Notice that, upon computation, the minor of the .i; j/-entry of H is
Mij D .−1/iCj−1.1 − /n−2; i =D j:
Thus H−1n is the matrix with det Hn−1=det Hn on diagonal and −.1 − /n−2=
det Hn elsewhere. We have, through simplification,X
.H−1n / D
n
1 C .n − 1/ :
Letting  ! 1− gives the conclusion.
It is easy to see by inspecting H2 with  ! −1C that there is no finite upper
bound for
P
.H−1/: Note also that (36) is immediate from (12).
Remark 4.1. We have seen that Haynsworth’s inequality can be obtained from our
generic inequality. In fact these two inequalities are equivalent. To see this, one needs
to make use of inequality (4). The good part of the Haynsworth’s inequality is the
simplicity. Ours merits in yielding a variety of inequalities by directly choosing dif-
ferent numbers and matrices in the inequality. Haynsworth’s inequality seems to be
best possible for the mixture of sum and ordinary product by considering the special
cases X D 0; Y D 0 or X D Y and A D B, and due to the fact that XA−1X is the
minimum in (2).
Remark 4.2. From the proof of Theorem 2, one may see that the operations C
and ⊗ can be exchanged; that is, from product–sum to sum–product, one may get a
similar inequality which yields some other matrix inequalities such as the following
one analogous to (31):
.jAj2 C jBj2/  .jAj2 C jBj2/ > 12 .jA C Bj2  jA C Bj2/: (37)
More matrix inequalities, such as the Kantorovich and Wielandt inequalities, by
means of the block matrix and Schur complement techniques are available in [26].
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